
AUTHOR COMMENTARY

A recent project – Director Commentary – had us analyzing a movie scene from the director’s
perspective. The commentary included:

   -  a brief summary of the scene, including why the scene is important
   -  a brief analysis of each character that has a signi�cant role in the scene, complete with traits 
       and motivations 
   -  explanation(s) for the unique way(s) in which the scene was created
   -  what you would change if you could shoot the scene again
   -  your overall opinion of the scene

Now, your job is to provide author commentary for �ve di�erent pages (not necessarily                  
consecutive) from your current Literature Circle book.

   1.  Create 5 questions that:
              -  are thick
              -  can be answered with the help of some textual evidence (one question per page)
              -  when answered, reveal the author’s thought process

   2.  Write each question along with its answer (from the author’s point of view). Next to each 
         answer, write the page number that is used for its evidence. 

   3.  Teacher conference/approval

   4.  With Scanner Pro, scan in the 5 pages in order. 

   5.  Open the 5-page document in Explain Everything.          
         (from Scanner Pro, Export button > Open In > Document as PDF > Open in Explain Everything)

   6.  Create an author commentary in which an interviewer asks the author the 5 questions. After  
         each question is asked, the author verbally answers while zooming into textual evidence and 
         marking it up with the pen tool. 

   7.  Export the video to the Author Commentary folder in Google Drive. Before exiting out of 
         Explain Everything make sure to save your work. In both instances – when you upload and 
         when you save – name the �le after the title of your book. 

   8.  After, you will be asked to evaluate you individual contributions as well as the contributions of 
         your group members. 


